AS IT WAS ON RUN 3797
AT BUKIT RAWANG PERDANA (29/8/2016)
HARE :CHAI KIN SANG
Before the Run
The a “good run” verdict. The FROPs had come in on time at
about 7:30pm, but the last slow ones returned just as the
circle started.
On Cash announced that there were no members now owing
Q3 subs so he is open to taking money for Q4.
Before the circle closed Opera stood up and said that having
nobody on the Chow Kar list at this stage of a Quarter was
unheard of and gave On Cash a down down.
Interhash Sec made his usual announcements before all the
visitors came up. There were 16 paid guests today with a large
contingent coming from Damansara Hash.
Next week’s hare, Russell, announced that the run will be at
Sungai Tekala near Nirvana Cemetery, Semenyih.
Before doing the Bomoh duty he also said that the run
will probably not be very good and so he hoped that not many
members would turn up.
Bomoh charges were:
•Congratulations to Lion Wong for winning the gold medal for
being the last to pay Q3 subs. He had already gone home so
“look alike” Gary Murrell stood in.
•One member who came to pay guest fees to On Cash before
remembering that he is a member – Big Mouth Monkey where
are you? He was missing so Monkey took the beer instead.

•There were many potential buyers of haberdashery today, but
eventually they didn’t buy anything – the Butler, Dexon Tan
and Henry Chia with Song No. 5.
•Mother Hash Strongmen Monkey, Ah Kah and Superoldman
for moving a wreck out of the road by hand.
•The hare for not putting up any signs. He called up
mastermind Thomas Chin to explain but when he started to
speak his explanation was drowned out with the
“Bullshit” song.
•On Sec wore new shoes today on the run and the Hare after
the run, so both had the usual down downs.
•Some Mother members were involved in setting a run for
another club near Hulu Langat recently but unfortunately
runners took fruit from orchards and so now hashers are
banned from that site. They were Ah Meng, Mountain Goat,
Fico and Lim Kim Hai. They deservedly received Song No. 5.
After a couple of charges from the floor the hare announced
the On On to be at the usual restaurant opposite Tesco.
Everyone drove off quickly but Kana stayed behind because
Michael Moi was still missing! However he limped back in at
about 9:30pm having sprained his ankle quite badly.

